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ABSTRACT 

We developed a novel microdevice for generating a concentration series of microliquid mixtures by automatically 
sampling two different kinds of liquids having multiple different volumes and mixing them at various mixing ratios 
simultaneously. The present device is operated by automatic droplet transportation technique using a wettability gradient 
surface and electrowetting-based liquid handling. While a droplet is transported along the wettability gradient, multiple 
portions of the droplet are drawn into side-channels. Consequently, multiple liquids having different nanoliter volumes (5 
to 45 nl) are sampled automatically from two kinds of droplets of microliter volumes. When a voltage is applied between 
two electrodes, nine pairs of sampled liquids are mixed at different mixing ratios (1:9 to 9:1). The fabricated device was 
tested using dye solutions, and the average concentrations of prepared mixtures were consistent with expected values at a 
correlation coefficient of 0.99. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Microdevices for preparing multiple microliquid mixtures having different concentrations will be quite useful for 

drug screening, cell analysis with chemical stimulation, calibration in immunoassay, etc. Many microfluidic devices for 
mixture preparation have already been developed [1-6]. However, these devices require external pressure sources such as 
a syringe pump and tube connections between devices and these sources. This will highly increase the overall dimension 
of a microfluidic system, and also make its operation complicated. Moreover, tube connections will increase dead volume 
in a microfluidic system and need a large volume of redundant liquid sample. In order to solve these problems, we 
present a microliquid handling technique using automatic droplet transportation on a wettability gradient surface that is 
sequentially followed by electrowetting-based liquid handling [7]. Our technique requires no pressure sources and no 
tube connections. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic of a liquid handling device. 
 
 

METHODS 
The device consists of two wettability gradient surfaces, nine pairs of side-channels, and two Au electrodes (Fig. 1(a)). 

The wettability gradient surface is created by forming hydrophobic SAMs (self-assembled monolayers), 
1-octadecanethiol, on a series of wedge-shaped patterns of Au which are created on a hydrophilic glass plate. The 
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side-channels having hydrophilic bottom surface are fabricated by SU-8 patterning on the glass plate, and covered with a 
PDMS plate having an air vent channel (Fig. 1(b)). The two hydrophobic electrodes are also made of Au having the same 
SAMs on it. The electrode 1 which is located at the entrance of a side-channel and longitudinally through it is covered 
with SiO2 and partially exposed so that the electrode does not prevent a liquid from being drawn into the side-channel. 

Liquid operation will be carried out according to the following procedure. A droplet placed on the hydrophobic area 
of wettability gradient surface moves toward the hydrophilic area automatically (Fig.2 (a)). During the automatic droplet 
transportation, multiple portions of the droplet are drawn into side-channels (Fig.2 (b)), and stopped at the edge of the 
hydrophobic electrode 2. This allows completely independent liquids having side-channel volumes to be stored in the 
side-channels (Fig.2 (c)). Next, when a voltage is applied between the two electrodes, the liquids break on the electrode 2 
by electrowetting, and eventually go across the electrode. Then, the two different liquids from the adjacent side-channels 
are connected with each other, and multiple mixtures are prepared by diffusive mixing (Fig.2 (d)). 
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Figure 2.  Procedure of mixture preparation. 
 
 

EXPERIMENTS 
Figure 3 shows photographs of the device which was fabricated on a glass plate measuring 3 cm x 3 cm. The two 

wettability gradient surfaces measure 1.5 cm in length and 5 mm in width. The nine pairs of side channels measure 2 mm 
in length and 50 μm in depth, and have different widths from 50 μm to 450 μm. A closeup photograph of the 
side-channels and electrodes is shown in Fig. 4. 

A sequential operation was demonstrated using the fabricated device. When two 10 μl droplets of 0.1 M KCl with / 
without Brilliant Blue FCF dyes were placed on each wettability gradient surface using a pipette, nine liquids having 
different volumes (5 to 45 nl) were sampled automatically from each droplet (Fig.5 (a)-(c)). Then, when an AC voltage of 
5.5 Vpp and 10 Hz was applied between the electrodes, the nine pairs of sampled liquids were mixed at different mixing 
ratios (1:9 to 9:1) (Fig.5 (d)-(f)). 

The color density of the mixtures was measured and plotted against the mixing ratio (Fig. 6). Also, the expected line 
which means the ideal relationship between the mixing ratio and color density of mixtures was obtained from 
preliminarily-mixed solutions. The average concentrations of the prepared mixtures were consistent with expected values 
at a correlation coefficient of 0.99. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Photograph of the fabricated device. Figure 4.  Closeup photograph of side-channels and 
their vicinity. 
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Figure 5.  Photographs of sequential operations from 
microliquid sampling to mixing. 

Figure 6.  Relationship between mixing ratio and color 
density of mixtures. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
The fabricated device that doesn’t require pressure sources and tube connections succeeded in sampling liquids 

having different volumes (5 to 45 nl) automatically and preparing nine microliquid samples of different concentrations by 
mixing two different kinds of liquids at various mixing ratios (1:9 to 9:1). In the near future, we will apply the device to 
on-site preparation of a calibration curve for point-of-care diagnostics using immunoassay etc. 
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